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Bandwidth

Now, Let’s summarize the problem into single word: "bandwidth." This poor business internet 

network isn't providing the bandwidth employees require to complete their task or duties. Now the 

owner is concerned since he acquired a good bandwidth package for the company and its employees, 

but where is bandwidth? Who is eating bandwidth?  Who has taken up the most bandwidth?


Employees that stream videos, listen to music, play video games, or look at pictures of their niece's 

graduation on Instagram, while completing work tasks are overusing the bandwidth. They are eating 

the maximum bandwidth at organizations. The key challenge for IT networks is to monitor the 

network traffic in such great detail that IT network teams can easily plan network usage on various 

applications while also knowing where to spend money on network bandwidth. The solutions to 

bandwidth problems are typically obvious, once you know where to look. 


Yes, you heard it right! Who is eating your bandwidth? Just 

like power, food, water, and house space, bandwidth is a 

necessary expense you need to keep your business or 

organization running but unlike the others, the amount of 

bandwidth you genuinely need varies based on the 

workload and what you allow.


Just imagine you have placed a simple lunch order at a 

restaurant, chatted for a while with your friends, and then 

you realize a lot of time has passed since you ordered. 

What is the problem? Why is your food late? You go to the 

manager and inquire about your food? Same goes with your 

business, when employees experience latency on a VoIP call 

or can't access Sales.com, customers will consider it as a 

service which is not delivered on time, just like the snappy 

customer for their food.
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The Right Tool for the Job

The fact is, there are many tools that provide network monitoring solutions, but they only take you far 
away from in-depth network analytics and bandwidth utilization. Most of the bandwidth solutions 
support and use NetFlow, Netstream, and JFlow protocols to monitor the bandwidth and network 
performance of your system.


Whereas Trace9 utilizes industry best protocols and practices which include NetFlow, sFlow, and xFlow 
etc to not only monitor the bandwidth and network performances but also to drill-down all possible 
problems within the network and examine flow records to better understand and optimize network 
traffic so you don't waste money on extra bandwidth you don't need.


Once you have a clear picture of network activities, that's often obvious, too. When you know where to 
look, the solutions to bandwidth problems are typically obvious. So how do you know where to start 
looking? That is often clear after you have a picture of network activity. To observe what's going on, you'll 
need a network monitoring tool that can visualize network traffic and bandwidth utilization to identify 
bottlenecks at a glance.


The screen above depicts network monitoring at an optimal level. Trace9 provides a bird-eye view of IP 
address Status, Speed, Receive, transmit error and discards with interfaces states timelines, Link Traffic, 
and details of Interface events to determine which IP address is utilizing maximum bandwidth.If any 
source were facing problems, the green box turns to red, depending if the source is slow or down. You 
can drill down as far as you need to uncover the root cause of a performance problem. 
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Benefits
The IOTA SOLUTIONS TRACE9 Network Performance Monitoring offers end-to-end network bandwidth 

analysis, utilization, and performance monitoring. This robust set of the module will:



 



You can read much more about this and related products on www.iotasolutions.io . By utilizing our 

Trace9 solution you can quickly identify the real culprit behind bandwidth, perhaps saving your 

company money by avoiding an unnecessary bandwidth boost.


 


Identify, diagnose, and fix network performance issues 


Track response time, availability, and uptime of routers, switches, and other SNMP enabled devices


Analyze and monitor network bandwidth performance and utilization


Monitors KPIs of different devices in a network including switches, routers, firewalls, access points, 

PDUs, cooling units, load-balancers, UPS, DSL modems, and more


Improve employee’s user-experience and saves your money spent on extra bandwidth



